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    01. Kat Dahlia - My Garden 04:01  02. Kat Dahlia - Gangsta 04:09  03. Kat Dahlia - Crazy
03:36  04. Kat Dahlia - Saturday Sunday 03:25  05. Kat Dahlia - I Think I'm In Love 03:27  06.
Kat Dahlia - Tumbao 03:54  07. Kat Dahlia - Mirror 04:22  08. Kat Dahlia - Lava 04:18  09. Kat
Dahlia - Walk On Water 05:33  10. Kat Dahlia - Clocks 03:08  11. Kat Dahlia - Just Another
Dude 03:40    Kat Dahlia - vocals  Danny King - producer, programming, keyboards  Bilal -
vocals (background)  Stephen Coleman - string arrangements  Glass John - keyboards,
producer, programming  The Julca Brothers - arranger, bass, engineer, guitar (electric), organ,
producer, programming  David Julca - guitar  Johnny Julca - mixing   Jon Levine - bass, drums,
piano, producer, programming, synthesizer  Manny Marroquin - mixing  Kevin Randolph - piano 
Salaam Remi - arranger, bass, composer, drums, keyboards, producer  Asdru Sierra -
orchestral arrangements, string arrangements  Meleni Smith - vocals (background)  Andrew
"Broadway" Williams - programming   Steve Wyreman - guitar  Mansur Zafr - drum
programming  Orchestra Bratislava     

 

  

Miami-bred Cuban-American singer, rapper, and songwriter Kat Dahlia put herself through the
restaurant industry ringer to pay for some studio sessions. Recordings led to a deal with Vested
in Culture, Sylvia Rhone's Epic-supported boutique label -- home to Casey Veggies and
Quadron. "Gangsta," a tough ballad about self-reliance with a twist on 50 Cent's "Wanksta," was
released in early 2013 as her debut single and topped out at number 40 on Billboard's
R&B/Hip-Hop chart. It made for an ideal introduction to her as an autonomous individual and
throaty vocalist, but her progress stalled. Two years of delays preceded the release of her first
album. Regardless of the time taken for preparation, My Garden is an assertive, fully formed
debut. While a lifetime of serious experiences can be sensed in the mere sound of Kat's voice,
she hasn't been so hardened that she keeps her guard up. She opens "Mirror" by declaring "I
wear my heart on my sleeve," and the album contains several references to getting high,
making it plain that she has no shame in conveying how she copes with her real-life struggles.
Some of the material contains resonant echoes of Amy Winehouse and Rihanna, but Kat's
down-to-earth, thrill-seeking personality always pokes through. Here, she takes a bold first step.
My Garden is a mix of colorful party anthems and substantive, pull-no-punches ballads with
warmth beneath the surface. --- Andy Kellman, Rovi
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